March 13, 2013

RE:

Letter of Recommendation for Circuit Electric

To Whom It May Concern,
It is my pleasure to write this letter of recommendation for Circuit Electric. I have had the pleasure of
working with Dan Cunninham and Circuit Electric dating back to 2005. They have completed two large,
multiphase, fast paced, complex projects as a major part of our team. They were steadfast in their
approach and always helped drive our project goals to consistently meet our continuing milestones.
In 2007 we renovated Calvin College’s existing Fieldhouse. When the project was complete we turned
over a 340,000 sf facility that housed a very high end athletic complex. One of the three major additions
was a new natatorium that housed an Olympic size competition pool. Circuit was a critical team
member in bringing this detailed space on board by working on the general building electrical items
along with the pool equipment. Constructing a new pool takes a tremendous amount of coordination
and planning. Circuit helped with that effort.
The third project that I worked with Circuit on was far less demanding than the previous two but frankly
I think it speaks to the character of their firm and how their values align with ours. We have an ongoing
relationship with Habitat for Humanity of Kent County and in 2009 they had outgrown their existing
headquarters. We had an opportunity to help renovate an existing elementary school that they
acquired. In order to keep the costs low we reached out to our subcontracting community to see who
would help to find a way to get them in a new office. Circuit volunteered to do the electrical design and
construction at a heavily donated rated. Through efforts of firms like Circuit Electric we were able to
build them a first class office facility at a fraction of the price.

www.christmanco.com

I have enjoyed working with Circuit’s staff from the top to the bottom. Their management is timely in
returning paperwork and phone calls and their field staff is respectful and have a high level of integrity.
I am confident that you will find a similar experience.

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to ask.

Fax 616 454 1795

Sincerely,
THE CHRISTMAN COMPANY

Phone 616 454 4454

Pat Zawacki
Senior Project Manager

The Christman Company 634 Front Avenue, NW, Suite 500

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504 5355

